Press Release 

Institute of Economics and Forecasting of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine jointly with the National Institute for Strategic Studies are initiating a broad discussion of the idea of a new Marshall Plan for Ukraine to develop concrete proposals as to its contents and mechanisms of implementation. 
It is known that in the postwar period, the United States were sponsoring the implementation of the European Recovery Program under the Marshall Plan. The Plan did not only contribute to the economic recovery of Western Europe, but actually became the first stage of real European economic integration. Implementation of the Marshall Plan proves that such major international programs are complex and intricate, but also demonstrates their effectiveness in addressing post-crisis recovery. 
Analysis shows that experience gained and lessons learned from the Marshall Plan are still relevant, specifically for the ways how to overcome the post-crisis state of Ukrainian economy. In addition to the mentioned assistance to European integration process, among the lessons learned should be a clear understanding by the government and society of the assisted country the direction where economic reforms are going, which a new Marshall Plan can activate as a catalyst. Important in this regard are the critical mass of aggregate financial assistance and sufficiently high speed of the implementation of the entire plan (about 2-3 years). If there is an effective institutional structure for marshalling and deployment of financial resources which should also include designated banking institutions, will be also essential. 
In view of the above, Ukrainian experts suggest to focus financial resources that might be granted to Ukraine based on the results of the International donor conference on Ukraine (second round of which is scheduled for November 2014) on strategic areas where triggering the processes of economic growth can bring about a chain reaction in all Ukrainian economy sectors. Agreeing on such areas and developing respective investment project proposals should be the most convincing argument that Ukraine could present to potential sponsors of a new Marshall Plan for Ukraine.

